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they were
wereselected
selected very
very carecarecare
representative,
or whether
whether they
Frieden's case
case.. IsIs itit fair
fair to generalise
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fully to
fully
to support
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from
to the
the entire
entireBay
BayArea
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beyond?
from these
these cases
cases to
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Friedenprovides
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insufficient detailed
detailed
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availability, and
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Area for
alternative project
for the
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to be
be able
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to judge
judge.. Perhaps
Perhaps there
there
uninformed
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about
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fornew
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housing. What
What about
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of land
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currently targeted
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in local
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plans for
for
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development,
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and zoned
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accordingly? According
Accordingtotothe
the
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happens
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current
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FranciscoPlanning
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Director, there
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availabletotoaccommodate
accommodate needed
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plenty of sites
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developers might
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on them
them(just
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as they
they have
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build in
in those
those
on
viewedbybythe
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themost
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parts of Petaluma
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able), although
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tight as Frieden
suggests
able),
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market as
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that it
it is,is,it it
seemsmost
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thatthe
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seems
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developers
is the
go unsold.
Yet, according
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Frieden,itit is
whoare
arethe
the best
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judges of
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who
and
the possibility
possibilitythat
thatmaximising
maximising private returns
returns might
might not
is not even
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yield the
the social
socialoptimum
optimum is
even considered
muchtotocriticise
criticise in
Althoughthere
thereisis much
Although
in the
theway
way Frieden
Frieden
case, he
he nevertheless
nevertheless raises
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some very
very impor
imporpresents his case,
imporis undeniable,
undeniable, for
for example,
example, that
It is
that environenvironenviron
tant issues
issues.. It
mental
mental regulations
regulations do
do provide
provide opponents
opponentsofofresidential
residential
development with
of power
powertotoobstruct,
obstruct, for
for
development
witha agreat
greatdeal
deal of
whatever reason,
low (although
whatever
reason, and
andoften
oftenatatrelatively
relatively low
(although
usually not
not negligible)
negligible) cost
Viewed from
usually
cost to
to themselves.
themselves . Viewed
the perspective
whosincerely
sincerely believes
believes that
perspective of
of the
the person
person who
a project
project is
is environmentally
environmentally undesirable,
undesirable, this
thismay
may be
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good thing
and Frieden's
Frieden's supposed
supposed `horror
'horror
considered
thing;; and
story'
wasable
able to
to delay
delay aa
story' of
of the
thelone
loneEagle
Eagle Scout
Scout who
who was
housing project
project near
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be
major housing
near Lake
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